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Abstract—In this paper, Let A be a dd ×  real expansive 
matrix, it mainly discusses the existences of frame wavelet set, 

we discuss the characterization of frame wavelet sets in
dR , 

and several examples are presented, in order to deepen the 
understanding of frame wavelet set, which gives the two 
related theorems; we try to use an equivalent condition to 
describe frame scale sets, and give  an equivalent description 
about a normalized frame scale set. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Wavelet analysis is a new mathematical analysis method 
in the nineteen eighties, has repeatedly caused many 
academic research climax. Now, wavelet analysis has been 
widely used in various fields, especially in image processing 
and signal processing with a spurt of achievement. Although 
many people feel magical on the application of wavelet; 
people do not know much about construction of the wavelet 
set, based on this, this article begins with the frame wavelet 
set. The expansion and shift system of an orthogonal wavelet 
composes a standard orthogonal basis, the expansion and 
translation system of a frame wavelet composes of a frame, 
the frame and the standard orthogonal basis compared with 
more of mobility, This makes wavelet and frame lessons 
from each other, promote each other in two areas of 
mathematics, and the research of framework for wavelet 
research has opened up a way.  

In [1] we characterize the definition of the framework 
and Fourier transform of function, by [5] we know affine 
system and a characterization of MRA, in [8]-[9] we 
studied the characterization of wavelet set in the different 
space , we can know relevant knowledge about wavelet in 
[10] - [13]. In [2]-[4] we give characterization of the frame 
wavelet set , and gives two examples about the judgment of 
frame wavelet set; We obtain  some necessary conditions 
and sufficient conditions of scaling function in [7], and in 
this paper we present a equivalent characterization  of 
scaling function.  

II. PREMILINARY 

A collection of element Ζ∈jjx }{ in a Hilbert space H  

is called a frame if there exist constant A  and B , 
∞<≤< BA0 , such that  

HffBxffA
j

j ∈∀≤><≤ 
Ζ∈

,|||||,||||| 222     (1) 

When BA = , we say that the frame is tight. 
When 1== BA , we say the frame is normalized tight. 
 Any orthonormal basis in a Hilbert space is a normalized 
tight frame but not versa.  

Let A  be a dd × real invertible matrix. It induces a 

unitary operator AD acting on )(2 dRL defined by 

),(|det|))(( 2
1

AtfAtfDA = dd RtRLf ∈∈∀ ),(2  (2) 

The matrix A is called expansive if all its eigenvalues have 

modulus greater than one. The operator AD corresponding 

to a real expansive matrix A  is called an A-dilation 

operator. In an analogous fashion, a vectors in dR  induce a 

unitary sT  defined by 
dd

s RstRLfstftfT ∈∈−= ,),(),())(( 2                 

(3) 

If )()( 21 dd RLRLf ∩∈ ,  

then  dttfesf
dd

R

tsi ><−= )(
)2(

1
))(ˆ( ,2

2

π

π
              (4) 

Where >< ts, denotes the real inner product. Now let 

E be a Lebesgue measurable set with finite measure and let 

)(2 dRL∈ψ  be defined by E

d χπψ 2)2(ˆ
−= . For any 

)(ˆ 2 dRLf ∈ , let fHE
ˆ  be the following formal 

summation:  


Ζ∈Ζ∈

><=
dln

ln
A

ln
AE TDTDffH

,

ˆˆˆˆˆˆ,ˆˆ ψψ                   (5) 

Let dE denote the set of all expanding matrices A , Now 

we fix an arbitrary matrix dEA∈ , for a function 

)(2 dRL∈ψ  , we will consider the affine system Ψ  

defined by  

},),(2)(|)({ 2
,,

dj
kjkj ZkZjkxAxx

j

∈∈−==Ψ ψψψ  

(6)   
  Let G  be a Lebesgue measurable set of finite measure. 
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For any dZl ∈ , let lI denote the d-cube ld +)1,0[ .  

For any subset G of dR , define: 


dZl

l lIGG
∈

−∩= )22()( ππτ .                                     (7) 

If the above is a disjoint union, we say that G  is translation 

equivalent to )(Gτ , which is a subset of 02 Iπ , where 0I  

is the unit d-cube ld +)1,0[ . If G  and F  are translation 

equivalent to the same subset in 02 Iπ , then we say G  and 

F  are translation equivalent. This defines an equivalent 
relation and is denoted by = . Let )(⋅μ  be the Lebesgue 

measure. It is clear that ))(()( GG τμμ ≥ . The equivalent 

holds if and only if )(GG τ= . If FG = , then 

)()( FG μμ = . Two point Gyx ∈,  are said to be 

translation equivalent if lyx π2=−  for some 
dZl ∈ .The translation redundancy index of a point x  in 

G  is the number of elements in its equivalent class. We 

write ),( kG τ  for the set of all points in G  with 

translation redundancy index k . In general, ),( kG τ  could 

be an empty set, proper subset of G , or the set of G  itself. 

For θττ =∩≠ ),(),(, mGkGmk ,  

so )),((),( 
Nn

nGGG
∈

∪∞= ττ .                                  (8) 

 Let E  be a point set in dR . Throughout this article, we 

will use Eχ  to denote the characteristic function of E , let 

θ  be an empty set. 

Definition 2.1 Let ZjjV ∈}{  be a sequence of closed 

subspaces of )(2 dRL  satisfying:  

(a) 1+⊂ jj VV ;  

(b) )(2 d
jj RLV =∪ Ζ∈ ; 

(c) }0{=∩ Ζ∈ jj V ;  

(d) Ζ∈∈⋅⇔∈ + jVfVf jj ,)2( 1 ;  

(e)There exists a function 0V∈φ  such that 

}:{ ZkTk ∈φ is an orthonormal basis of 0V . Then 

ZjjV ∈}{  is called an MRA and the function φ  from (e) is 

called a scaling function. 

III. FRAME WAVELAE SET  

In order to study frame wavelet set, we need the 
following theorems and lemmas: 
Lemma 3.1 Let NM , be Lebesgue measurable sets of 

finite measurable in dR  such that 

dNM )2,0[)()( πττ ⊂= .  

If ),1,(),1,( ττ NNMM ==  then for any π2 periodical 

function, we have 

>>=<< ><−><− −−
sli

N
sli

M esfesf
dd

,, 22 )2(,)()2(,)( πχπχ
 

For the sake of convenience, we denote 

>⋅< ′
>′<− −−−

EA

sAli
k

kkd

esf
)(

)(,22 |det|)2(),( χπ  by kla , 

to avoid confusion, we have keep in mind that  kla depends 

on E  and f  under discussion. 

Lemma 3.2 Let E  be a Lebesgue measurable set in dR  
with finite positive measure. The following statements are 
equivalent: 

(i) There exists a constant 0>a  such that for any 

Ζ∈k , 2

)(

2
||||||

EA
l

kl k

d

faa ′
Ζ∈

⋅≤ χ for all 

)(2 dRLf ∈  

(ii) There exists 0>M   such that 0)),(( =mE τμ  for 

all Mm ≥ . 
Lemma 3.3 Let E be a Lebesgue measurable set with finite 
measure. Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) EH  defines a bounded linear operator  in )(2 dRL , 

that is, fH E
ˆ  converges in )(2 dRL  for any 

)(ˆ 2 dRLf ∈  and ||ˆ||||ˆ|| fbfH E ≤  for some constant 

0>b . 

(ii) There exists a constant 0>c  such that 
22

,

||ˆ|||)2(ˆˆ,ˆ| 2 fcTDf
d

d

ZlZn
E

ln
A ≤><

∈∈

− χπ ,

)(ˆ 2 dRLf ∈∀ . 

(iii) There exists a constant 0>M  such that 

0)),(( =mE δμ  and ))0,(( =mE τμ  for any Mm ≥ . 

We outline the main results obtained in this paper below. 
Theorem 3.4 Let E  be a Lebesgue measurable set with 
finite measure. Then E  is a frame wavelet set if 

      (i) d

n

n REA =′
Ζ∈
 )1,()( τ  ; 

(ii) There exists 0>M  such that 0)),(( =mE δμ  

and 0)),(( =mE τμ  for any Mm > . 

Proof of Theorem 3.4 By the proof of Lemma 3.3, we 

have |||||,| 2
5

fMffHE ≤>< . 

On the other hand, 

),(),()(1
)2(ˆˆ

mE
dlk

AZl klmEA

m

j

k
mj TDaf d ττ χπχ −

∈′=  =⋅

(with kla  depending on ),( mE τ  not E ), hence 
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),()(1
≥>=⋅<  Ζ∈′= dk l klmEA

m

j

k
mj aff τχ ,  

It follows that 

>⋅<>=< ′
Ζ∈ = =
 ffffH

mEA

k
mj

k

M

m

m

j
E k ,,

),()(
1 1

τχ


Ζ∈

′ >⋅<≥
k

EA
ff k ,

)1,()( τχ

2

)1,()(

2
||||)(|| fdsf

k
EAR

kd
≥= 

Ζ∈
′ τχ , 

 since  1
)1,()(
≥ Ζ∈ ′k EA k τχ , by  the given condition. 

Theorem 3.5 If )1,(τEE = , d

Zn

n REA =′
∈

)1,()( τ  and 

there exists 211 kk ≤≤  such that 0)),(( =mE δμ  for 

1km <  and 2km > , 0)),(()),(( 21 ≠kEkE δμδμ , then 

E  is an frame wavelet set whose corresponding frame has 

a lower bound 1k  and an upper bound 2k . 

Proof of Theorem 3.5 .  If )1,(τEE =  and 
d

Zn

n REA =′
∈

)1,()( τ , then 

EA
ZnZn

n
EE nffHfH

)( ′
∈∈
 ⋅== χ   , 

Assume that  k
Zn

EA n =
∈

′ )(
χ , 

then >⋅>=<< 
∈

′ ffffH
Zn

EAE n ,,
)(

χ  

2

)(

2 |||||| fdsf
d n

R
Zn

EA
==  

∈
′χ  

for all   )(2 dRLf ∈ , since the fact 0)),(( =mE δμ , 

21, kmkm >< , that is 2
2

22
1 |||||||||||| fkfkfk ≤≤ , 

we can gain the desired result 21 kkk ≤≤ . Then E  is an 

frame wavelet set whose corresponding frame has a lower 

bound 1k  and an upper bound 2k . 

Theorem 3.6 If )1,(τEE =  and 0)),(( ≠kE τμ  for 

some 1>k , then E is not a frame wavelet set. 

Proof of Theorem 3.6 By lemma ]3[3 , if )1,(τEE = , 

then ffHE = . Assume that E  is a frame wavelet set, 

 
),(),( )2()1( ,

kEkE
hg ττ χχ == , hgfhgf −=+= 21 , . 

Since 1>k , 

0)),(( ≠kE τμ , )),(()),(( )2()1( kEkE τμτμ = , 

then 2
2

2
1 |||||||| ff = ,  that is       

>>=<< 2211 ,, ffHffH EE . 

Because >++>=<< hghHgHffH EEE ,, 11

><+><+><+>=< hhghHhgHgg EE ,,,, ,  

>−−>=<< hghHgHffH EEE ,, 22  

><+><−><−>=< hhghHhgHgg EE ,,,, , 

>< hgHE ,   and  >< ghHE ,   are both positive, we can 

gain that  >>≠<< 2211 ,, ffHffH EE ,  this contradicts 
2

2
2

1 |||||||| ff = ， then E is not an frame wavelet set. 

In the following, we give several examples. 

Example 3.7  Let ],(),[ 422
3 ππππ ∪−−=E , 

Then RE
Zn

n =
∈
 )1,(2 τ , 0)),(( =mE δμ ,

0)),(( =mE τμ , 1>∀m , by the Theorem 3.4,   

so E  is an frame wavelet set. 
Example 3.8  Let  

)4,3[)2,[)2,[)2,[ ππππππππ ×∪×=E , 

 then )2,(τEE = , by  the Theorem 3.6, E  is an frame 

wavelet set. 

IV. FRAME SCALE SET 

Theorem 4.1 Let G  be a bounded closed set in dR . Then 

there exists a frame scaling function φ  with G=φ̂supp  

if and only if  
(a) GG 2⊂  ; 

  (b) d

j

m RG =
Ζ∈
2  ;  

(c) dTG ⊂)(τ  ; 

     (d) )(,)2()\( 2
1

2
1 dRkkGGG ∈=+∩ θπ  .  

Theorem 4.2 Let G  be a bounded closed set and 

}:{ Ζ∈kTkφ  be the normalized tight frame of 0V  

with G=φ̂supp . If the following statements  

(i) )(|)(ˆ|, 2 BdGB
B

μωωφ =⊂∀  ; 

  (ii) θφφ =−⋅∩−⋅ )(ˆsupp)(ˆsupp kl , 

).,( klkl d ≠Ζ∈ ; 

(iii) d

n
Rnd =−⋅

Ζ∈ )(ˆsuppφ  hold; We have  

(a) GG 2⊂ ;  

(b) d

m

m RG =
Ζ∈
2 ; 

   (c) )1,(τGG = ;  

(d) )(,)2()\( 2
1

2
1 dkkGGG Ζ∈=+∩ θπ . 

Lemma 4.3 Let )(2 dRL∈φ  and a closed set G  satisfy 

the following: 
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(a) G=φ̂supp  ; 

(b) ))((..)(ˆ)()2(ˆ dd TLHReaH ∞∈∈= ωωφωωφ ; 

(c) NTean d

Zn d

\..1|)2(ˆ| 2 ∈=+
∈

ωπωφ ; 

(d) d

m

m RG =
Ζ∈
2 ; 

then φ  is a scaling function. 

Lemma 4.4 Let G  be a bounded closed set and 

}:{ Ζ∈kTkφ  be the normalized tight frame of 0V  

with G=φ̂supp . The following statements are equivalent:  

(i) θφφ =−⋅∩−⋅ )(ˆsupp)(ˆsupp kl ,  

),,( klkl d ≠Ζ∈ . 

(ii) klkl ,)(),( δφφ >=−⋅−⋅< , ),( dkl Ζ∈  . 

Proof of Lemma 4.3, 

)()( iii  θφφ =−⋅∩−⋅ )(ˆsupp)(ˆsupp kl              

),,( klkl d ≠Ζ∈ , 

 So kl

d

kl ,
2)2()(ˆ),(ˆ δπφφ −>=−⋅−⋅< .  

By Paiseval equation, klkl ,)(),( δφφ >=−⋅−⋅<  . 

)()( iii   

Since klkl ,)(),( δφφ >=−⋅−⋅< , ),( dkl Ζ∈ ; 

by Paiseval equation , 
>−⋅−⋅< )(),( kl φφ

kl

dd

kl ,2
1

2
1 22 )()(ˆ),(ˆ)( δφφ ππ

−− >=−⋅−⋅<= , 

So ),(, dZlklk ∈≠ , 

θφφ =−⋅∩−⋅ )(ˆsupp)(ˆsupp kl . 

Corollary 4.5 Let G  be a bounded closed set and 

}:{ d
k kT Ζ∈φ  be the normalized tight frame of 0V  with 

G=φ̂supp , If  

(i) )(|)(ˆ|, 2 BdGB
B

μωωφ =⊂∀  ;  

(ii) klkl ,)(),( δφφ >=−⋅−⋅< ,  ),( dkl Ζ∈  ; 

(iii) d

n
Rnd =−⋅

Ζ∈ )(ˆsuppφ   hold, 

then (a) GG 2⊂ ;  

(b) d

m

m RG =
Ζ∈
2 ;  

(c) )1,(τGG = ;  

(d) )(,)2()\( 2
1

2
1 dkkGGG Ζ∈=+∩ θπ . 
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